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BEVIS OF HAMPTON

1.  BEUVE DE HANTONE, in Old French rhymed verse (A.
Stimming, ed., Der Festländische Bueve de Hantone.  Fassung III, Gesells-
chaft für Romanische Literatur, vol. 34, Dresden, 1914, ll. 7129–7137,
7203–7213, 7271–7283 and 7350–7358); a small fragment used to
strengthen the front inner hinge of the binding of a sixteenth-century
printed book (see below), two columns (and remains of a third) written
in a good gothic bookhand, dark brown ink, 11 lines remaining, ruled
lightly in ink, three-line initials in red or blue with contrasting pen-
work �lourishing; folded where stitched into binding, slightly darkened,
but legible.  Approximately 45 x 225 mm

Northern France, �irst half of 14th century.

From one of three continental French versions of the celebrated
medieval romance Bevis of Hampton, originally composed in Anglo-
Norman French around the beginning of the thirteenth century (3850
alexandrines mixed with decasyllables).  The continental French
versions, all in decasyllables, were written later in the century to the
north and east of Paris (Picardy, the Beauvaisis, and perhaps Rheims)
and massively expand the number of verses to between 10,000 and
20,000.  Our fragment would therefore have belonged to a substantial
manuscript.

The version of Beuve de Hantone preserved here is known in only two
surviving manuscripts: Carpentras, Bibliothè�ue municipale MS 401 and
Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana MS XIV.  A third manuscript
was lost in the �ire that ravaged the National University Library o� Turin
in 1904.  The text here differs signi�icantly from that printed in Albert
Stimming’s edition.



ARISTOTLE (Joachim PERION, translator).  Aristotelis eorum�uae Physica
se�uuntur, sive Metaphysicorum, ut vocant, libri tredecim, �uorum primus duos
complectitur. Paris, Thomas Richard, 1564.

4to, ff. 164, woodcut printer’s device on title and �ifteen large criblé initials; ff. 7–9
stained, a few other minor spots and stains, but a very good copy, bound in
contemporary boards, the leather now completely removed (see below); boards
slightly soiled and wormed.

Very scarce edition of Joachim Périon’s translation of Aristotle’s Me�aphysics.

Provenance: the Huguenot pastor Moïse Ricotier (Ricoterius), with his cancelled or
erased ownership inscriptions on title and front �lyleaf, his further ownership
inscription in tiny Greek characters within printer’s device on title, and two more
ownership inscriptions hidden within the book itself: single letters in the lower
margin of the beginning of each chapter and letters written within the signatures of
the �inal �uires both spell out ‘Ricoterius’.

Ricotier graduated in 1585 from the Académie de Genève (founded in 1559 by Jean
Calvin as a protestant theological seminary), with a thesis on consubstantiation.
Following in his father’s footsteps, Moïse became pastor of Clairac in 1592, a post
which he held until 1626 (or 1635 according to some sources), serving alongside his
father Bertrand up to 1620.  A provincial synod appointed Moïse deputy to the
National Synods of Montpelier in 1598 and Privas in 1612.  His pamphlet
Advertissement aux �idelles sur la deposition du sieur Cahier du S. Ministere de l’Evangile,
et sur sa revolte, on the controversy of Pierre Victor Palma Cayet’s conversion to
Catholicism, was translated into Latin by Theodore Beza (Responsio gallicarum
ecclesiarum M. Victoris Petri Layeri nuper quidem in Gallia veri Evangelii ministrii nunc
vero sese catholicum romanum persistentis) and published in Geneva by Jac�ues Chouet
in 1596.

It is possible that the covers of the binding originally bore Ricotier’s name and were
therefore deliberately stripped by the same person who censored the other ownership
inscriptions, in an attempt to erase the Huguenot history of the book.

On Moïse Ricotier see S. Stelling-Michaud, Le livre du recteur de l’Académie de Genève
(1559–1878): notices biographiques des étudiants N�S, Geneva, Droz, 1976, p. 333.

£2500
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2. BIBLE, in Latin, Numbers 1,11–36; a large fragment of a leaf pre-
served on the binding of a late seventeenth-century manuscript (see below),
33 lines (uppermost line obscured by pastedown), written in double columns
in a �ine large Ottonian minuscule, dark brown ink, ruled with a hard point,
the columns within double inner and outer vertical bounding lines; soiled
and rubbed, part of left-hand column trimmed away, four slits for ties of
binding.  410 x 233 mm (including turn-ins)

South Germany, �irst half of 11th century.

A fragment of what must have been a handsome Ottonian Bible.  For a closely
comparable script see the fragment of a �inely decorated Ottonian
Sacramentary datable to c. 1020 which was�uaritch Catalogue 1270, item 67,
with illumination resembling work from Regensburg.  It is worth noting that
our fragment forms part of the binding of a late seventeenth-century
manuscript dated at Ingolstadt, less than 40 miles from Regensburg.

[FRANCK, Joseph.]  Introductio in logicam Aristotelis. [Ingols�ad�, 1671.]

Manuscript on paper, 4to (220 x 162 mm), ff. 397, [4], written in Latin in a single small cursive
hand throughout, numerous marginal notes in the same hand; some light soiling and staining,
but in excellent condition; contemporary vellum over boards, using a leaf from an eleventh-
century manuscript, two pairs of alum-tawed ties; soiled and slightly rubbed.

An extensive work on Aristotelian logic.  According to a note dated 1671 on f. 1, the author
is Joseph Franck (1636–1683), a Jesuit who taught at the University of Ingolstadt.

£1750
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3. [BIBLE COMMENTARY.]  Discussion on 1 Chronicles, 4 Kings and Ezekiel, in
Latin; two partial bifolia preserved as pastedowns of a late sixteenth-century printed book
(see below), double columns written in black ink in a small gothic bookhand (possibly two
different hands), between 36 and 41 lines remaining, ruled with plummet, Bible text
underlined in black ink; soiled and creased, trimmed at head with loss of text, outer
column of two leaves trimmed with loss of text, one bifolium torn at foot with loss of text,
a few paper adhesions and natural vellum �laws.  A single leaf measures 196 x 161 mm

England, 1st half of 13th century.

From an unidenti�ied Bible commentary.  Sources cited include Ambrose, Jerome and the
Glossa ordinaria.

OVID.  Fastorum libri VI. Tristium V. De ponto IIII. In Ibin.  Cum commentariis doctiss. virorum, Ant.
Constantii Fanensis, Pauli Marsi, Barth Merulae, Domitii Calderini, Zarotti: multo �uam hactenus us�uam,
et elegantius et emendatius excusis. Basel, Johannes Herwagen the Elder, 1550.

Folio, pp. [viii], 793 (recte 791), [10], lacking one leaf of text (2G3), woodcut printer’s device on title, woodcut
initials; some minor spotting and staining, title becoming loose, foot of title cut away and replaced with
blank paper at an early date; early seventeenth-century Oxford blind-stamped calf, remains of ties,
pastedowns from a thirteenth-century Bible commentary; rubbed, head and foot of spine chipped, short
splits in joints, front free endpaper becoming loose.

The third volume in Herwagen’s series of Ovid’s works with commentaries by various humanist scholars, the
two earlier volumes having been published in 1543 and 1549.

The arabes�ue stamp used in the centre of the covers here is also found, for example, on British Library
c188a40 (Muret, Orationum volumina duo, 1601).  The British Library database of bookbindings notes that
Neil Ker identi�ied the binder as John Westall (c. 1585–1643) of Oxford.

Provenance: initials ‘T T’ stamped on either side of arabes�ue on covers of binding; one erased and one
cancelled ownership inscription on title, the latter preceded by the words ‘Ita vivendum �uasi semper
reddenda . . .’; ‘M. Ch. Peschier’, nineteenth-century ownership inscription on front free endpaper.

Adams O439; VD16 O 1527.

£750
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4. BREVIARY, with prayers and readings for Passion Sunday;
a bifolium (leaves consecutive) preserved as the front pastedown
of a sixteenth-century printed book (see below), single columns
written in dark brown ink in a very good gothic bookhand, 26
lines, ruled with plummet, double vertical bounding lines on each
side of text, two-line initials alternately in blue and red with
contrasting penwork, rubrics; slightly soiled and stained, a few
paper adhesions slightly obscuring text in places.  175 x 135 mm
(written space 149 x 89 mm)

Northern France or Flanders, mid-13th century.

From a well-written Breviary, almost certainly a ‘secular’ Breviary
(i.e. for use in a church, either by a parish priest or a friar) rather
than a monastic Breviary.

[DIO CASSIUS.]  Reru[m] Romanarum a Pompeio Magno ad Alexandrum
Mamaeae �ilium Epitome, Ioanne Xiphilino authore, et Guilielmo Blanco
Albiensi interprete. Paris, [Robert Estienne,] 1551.

Small folio, pp. [vi], 280, [10], roman letter, with woodcut arms of Cardinal
Georges d’Armagnac on title, woodcut initials; some minor soiling and staining,
but a good copy bound in contemporary Flemish blind-stamped calf, front
pastedown from a thirteenth-century manuscript Breviary; rubbed and scraped,
small losses on covers and at head and foot of spine.

First edition, second issue, of Guillaume Leblanc’s translation of this epitome
of Dio Cassius’s Roman history, done in the 11th century by Johannes Xiphilinus,
which is our only source for Dio’s lost books 61–80, dealing with the events
from 47 to 235 AD, the most important period of Roman history.  Leblanc’s
translation was intended as a companion volume to the editio princeps which
was published by Estienne in the same year.

This issue has a cancel title on which a woodcut coat of arms of the dedicatee,
Cardinal Georges d’Armagnac, replaces Estienne’s device.



Provenance: probably Cornelis de Pape (1609–1644) of Leuven, with his ownership
inscription ‘Cor: Papeus’ on title.  De Pape ‘was a canon and vice-rector (1641) in
Leuven.  He died unexpectedly while in Rome, on a mission in connection with
the rise of Jansenism’ (A. Welkenhuysen, ‘Scrabbling with Erycius Puteanus.  The
album of his friends and correspondents in De Anagrammatismo, 1643’, in
Syn�agmatia.  Essays on Neo-Latin literature in honour of Monique Mund-Dopchie and
Gilbert Tournoy, ed. D. Sacré and J. Papy, 2009, pp. 639–677, p. 646).  Subse�uently
in the library of the Oratorians of Leuven, with seventeenth- or eighteenth-century
inscription on title.

Adams D515; Mortimer 171; Pettegree & Walsby 65034.

£2000

5. BREVIARY, including readings for Lauds on feria vi; four
fragments stitched together to form the supporting structure of a
seventeenth-century purse (see below), double columns written in
dark brown ink in a rounded gothic bookhand, one-line initials
alternately in blue and red, rubrics.  Each fragment approximately
130 x 90 mm

I�aly, probably late 14th or early 15th century.

[PURSE.]  An embroidered purse. Probably France (but perhaps I�aly?), mid-17th
century.

Purse of green silk (130 mm high, 160 mm wide at opening), the embroidered
decoration in the form of four schematised urns in gold-covered thread against a
background of small se�uins, each urn containing �lowers of pink, yellow and mauve
silk thread; slightly worn, most se�uins now missing, lining missing, draw-string
a modern replacement.

An attractive and well-preserved embroidered purse, its lining now missing
revealing the supporting structure formed from fragments of medieval manuscript
waste.

£1500





6. [CHANSON DE GESTE,] in Old French rhymed verse; two small frag-
ments bound as front and rear �ly-leaves of a sixteenth-century printed book (see
below), remains of sixteen lines written in a rather undisciplined gothic
bookhand, brown ink, no perceptible ruling, remains of a simple two-line initial
‘Q’ in red; trimmed, dust-soiled and slightly creased, but entirely legible, most of
rear �lyleaf torn away.  97 x 38 mm and 72 x 31 mm

Probably northern France, �irst half of 13th century.

The text here, evidently describing a battle, presents a puzzle.  One of the
protagonists is the converted Saracen Sinados, but we have been unable to identify
the passage with any of the chansons de geste in which he appears (most notably the
early thirteenth-century Simon de Puille, in which he plays a major rôle).  Another
character, mentioned twice, is frustratingly abbreviated to ‘B.’; one line, evidently
the �irst of a laisse, reads ‘�ant l’enfes B. . . .’(i.e. ‘When the young B. . . .’, or ‘When
the child B. . . .’).  Such an epithet is often borne by (for example) Bevis of Hampton
and the hero Bernier, one of the principal characters in the twelfth/thirteenth-
century epic poem Raoul de Cambrai.  However, we have been unable to trace a
corresponding passage in either the Anglo-Norman Boeve de Haumtone or the
much-expanded continental French versions thereof, and Sinados does not feature
in any of the versions of Raoul de Cambrai to have come down to us.

The scribe of our fragments has made at least one rather careless error, writing
‘seschenax’ for ‘seneschax’.

VALERIUS MAXIMUS.  Valerius Maximus, addito indice perbrevi, ceu ad omneis historias asylo
tutissimo. Paris, Simon de Colines, 1533.

24mo, pp. 263, [25] (without �inal blank), roman letter; title slightly dust-soiled, fore-margins of a
few leaves cut or torn away (no loss of text); sixteenth- or seventeenth-century vellum binding
reusing vellum from a sixteenth-century (probably French) armorial binding (three pallets or, on
an escutcheon an eagle displayed; unidenti�ied), ties of metal-covered thread, �ly-leaves from a
thirteenth-century manuscript in Old French (most of rear �ly-leaf torn away); rubbed and slightly
scratched, spine lettered in ink in a modern hand.



Very scarce pocket Colines edition o� Valerius Maximus.

Provenance: eighteenth-century shelf-mark on front �lyleaf ’99 B 29’; a possibly slightly later
shelf-mark ‘C13 (5) 115’ on inside of front cover; Mary Augusta Strachey Elton (1838–1914),
with her bookplate (A ca�alogue of a portion of the library of Charles Isaac Elton and Mary Augus�a
Elton, London, �uaritch, 1891, p. 199); Robert J. Hayhurst (1929–2016).

Adams V103; Pettegree & Walsby 89721.  COPAC records one copy only (St. Catharine’s
College Cambridge).  OCLC records only two copies (Leipzig and Southern Illinois University).

£2500

ANGLO�CAROLINE SCRIPT

7.  [MASS LECTIONARY,] with readings for the seventeenth Sunday after
Trinity and the seventeenth week after Trinity (feria iv quatuor temporum); a
substantially complete leaf preserved as the limp vellum wrapper of an early
seventeenth-century printed book (see below), single columns written in a
very �ine and regular Late Standard Anglo-Caroline minuscule, 26 lines
remaining (of 27, lowermost line trimmed away), dark brown ink, ruled with
a hard point, a single column within double vertical bounding lines, a
three-line initial ‘H’ (Haec dicit dominus) in pale green and set out slightly into
the margin, a large initial ‘I’ (In diebus illis) in red, rubrics in highly
accomplished uncials; trimmed along one side, with loss of only one or two
characters at beginning of lines on recto and at end of lines on verso, trimmed
at foot with loss of a single line, outer side soiled and slightly worn (but
entirely legible), a few small stains and holes, two small paper patches where
the green ink of the initial ‘H’ has eaten through the vellum.  230 x 166 mm

Southern England, middle third of 11th century.

A rare and particularly �ine specimen of Anglo-Saxon period script.  It is an
excellent example of the large, round English Caroline minuscule introduced
by the scribe Eadwig Basan (‘Eadwig the Fat’), a monk of Christ Church,
Canterbury, circa 1020.  Remarkable for its clarity and beauty, this style of
writing spread rapidly to other centres, including Winchester, Worcester and
Exeter, and following the Norman Con�uest it may even have been seen, and
used, as a ‘badge of Englishness’ (D. N. Dumville, English Caroline script and
monastic history, Woodbridge, 1993, p. 138).  For details of Eadwig Basan and
this script see T. A. M. Bishop, English Caroline minuscule, Oxford, 1971, pp.
xxiii–xxiv, 22, pl. 24; D. N. Dumville, cited above, pp. 111–140; W. Noel, The
Harley Psalter, Cambridge, 1995, pp. 22–3, 137–8; R. Gameson, ‘The colophon
of the Eadwig Gospels’, in Anglo-Saxon England 31, 2002, pp. 201–222.

The text here comprises readings from Ephesians, the Gospel of Luke, Amos,
and Ezra, and the parent manuscript was thus probably some form of ‘Epistle
and Gospel Book’.  It does not include those texts normally found in





manuscripts of the full mass-liturgy, namely the choral musical parts and the
parts distinctive to the celebrant of the mass.  ‘For most of the Anglo-Saxon
centuries, each of the three main types of elements that make up the liturgy
of the mass is contained in a different sort of book; it is only when the missale
plenum emerges, in England possibly in the tenth century, that they appear
within a single pair of covers’ (R. W. Pfaff, ‘Massbooks: Sacramentaries and
Missals’, in The liturgical books of Anglo-Saxon England, ed. R. W. Pfaff,
Kalamazoo, Medieval Institute Publications, Western Michigan University,
1995, pp. 7–34, p. 8).  The number ‘CXLVIIII’, which appears on our fragment
as part of the rubric introducing the readings for the seventeenth week after
Trinity, indicates that the parent manuscript was a substantial one, perhaps
with its own index.  One may conjecture that such numbers facilitated the
manuscript’s use in conjunction with other service books in the performance
of the liturgy.

We are very grateful to Richard Gameson for his observations on the dating
and localisation of this fragment.

�AMES I.  [Greek letter:] Basilikon doron, or His Maiesties instructions to his dearest sonne,
Henry the Prince. London, Felix Kyngston, 1603.

Small 8vo, pp. [ii, blank], xxxvii, 134 (mis-numbered ‘154’), [2, blank], with large woodcut arms
of James I on title, woodcut head- and tailpieces, woodcut initials; a few notes on initial blank
leaf in a contemporary hand and some marginal markings in ink throughout; a few small
marginal holes in �irst few leaves, lower outer corner of initial blank leaf torn away, but an
excellent copy, stab-stitched in a contemporary limp vellum wrapper formed from a
mid-eleventh century English Mass Lectionary; soiled and slightly worn; from the library of
Robert J. Hayhurst (1929–2016), with bookplate.

This most famous of royal courtesy books was �irst printed at Edinburgh in 1599; of that
edition only two copies survive.  With the accession of James to the English throne it became
a best-seller, �ive editions appearing in 1603 alone.

STC 14350.

£15,000
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8. MISSAL, with neumes, with readings and music for the fourth week
after Pentecost; part of a bifolium (leaves consecutive) preserved as the wrap-
pers of a seventeenth-century manuscript parish register (see below), double
columns written in dark brown ink in two sizes of a rounded Caroline hand,
19 lines remaining, ruled with a hard point, each column within single vertical
bounding lines, adiastematic neumes, two-line initials alternately in red and
green, the green initials with penwork �lourishes in red, smaller initials
touched with red; slightly stained, recto of �irst leaf and verso of second leaf
somewhat worn, trimmed with loss of part of outer column of text and
approximately three lines at head, stitching holes and remains of thread
indicating prior use as a (perhaps larger) wrapper.  160 x 130 mm

Northern France (probably Normandy), 1st quarter of 12th century.

From a Missal of rather modest dimensions, probably originally almost s�uare
in format.  The presence of baubles within the bodies of the initials and the use
of muted green for some of them are both features found (though not
exclusively) in manuscripts from Normandy.

[PARISH REGISTER.]  Register of births, baptisms and marriages in the parish of St. Vigor
at Saint-Martin-de-Mieux, France. France (Normandy, probably Falaise), 1671–1673.

Three notebooks bound up together, manuscripts in French on paper, each written in several
highly cursive hands, the �irst notebook ff. [6, of which the last three leaves are blank], bound
in part of a bifolium from an early twelfth-century Missal (160 x 130 mm); the second notebook
ff. 14 (ff. 7–13 blank), bound in contemporary plain stiff vellum wrappers (153 x 122 mm); the
above two notebooks bound within a further notebook, ff. 8 (ff. 5–7 blank) (180 x 143 mm);
contemporary rustic boards (slightly rubbed and soiled, worm-track in lower cover).

Three notebooks each containing brief details of births, baptisms and marriages in a small
parish in rural Normandy in the years 1671, 1672 and 1673.  The names of the persons involved
and the day of the year are recorded, each entry being signed by the o��icial and sometimes by
the parents or bride and groom concerned.





Provenance: Louis Vau�elin, Sieur de Nécy and lieutenant-general of the bailliage of Caen at
Falaise, with his ownership inscription on f. 1 of the largest notebook: ‘Le p[rese]nt registre a
este contremarq[ué] par nous Louis Vau�elin Escuier S[ieur] de Necy Con[seill]er du roy
lieutenant g[éné]ral a Fall[aise] contenant huict feillets [sic] faict 24.me avril 1671’.  The upper
cover of the volume is inscribed ‘St. Vigor de Mieux 1671 . . . 1671 1672 et 1673’.  Saint-Martin-
de-Mieux lies about four miles to the south-west of Falaise.

£1600

9. PSALTER, in Latin, Psalm 104, 2–15; a single leaf preserved as the
front pastedown of a sixteenth-century printed book (see below), written in
single columns in a good gothic script, black ink, 24 lines remaining, ruled
with plummet, initials alternately in blue and red and set out into the margin;
trimmed and soiled, torn at foot and at left-hand edge with loss.  152 x 93 mm

England, mid-13th century.
[with:]

LECTIONARY, with readings from 2 Kings; a fragment of a leaf preserved as
the rear pastedown of the same sixteenth-century printed book, written in
single columns in a gothic bookhand, dark brown ink, 37 lines remaining
(lowermost line mostly trimmed away), initials in red, lesser initials touched
in red, rubrics; soiled and trimmed with loss of text, two small holes affecting
text.  150 x 91 mm

England, mid-14th century.

The text of the lections here comprises 2 Kings 14,33–15,31, omitting parts of
15,12 and 15,16 and all of 15,17 and 15,19–15,29.  Curiously, one lection comprises
the �irst half (only) of 15,30, which is then followed by 15,18 (previously
omitted).  A rubric reads ‘D[omi]nica decima lectio prima’.





BRANDOLINI, Aurelio Lippo.  De ratione scribendi, libri tres, nunc
denuo in lucem editi. [Basel,] Johannes Oporinus, 1565.

Small 8vo, pp. [xvi], 668, woodcut initials; some minor marginal
staining, but a good copy in sixteenth-century English calf, small
lozenge stamped in blind in centre of covers, remains of ties; rubbed,
corners worn, rebacked.

Scarce edition of this handbook on rhetoric by the Italian humanist
Aurelio Lippo Brandolini (c. 1454–1497).  It had �irst been published,
by Oporinus, in 1549.

Provenance: John Rokes, with his ownership inscription on verso of
�inal leaf; Thomas Wilbraham, the gift of Ralph Egerton, with
inscription on front free endpaper ‘Thomas Wilbram me possidet ex
dono Radulphi Egertoni’; Francis Cholmondeley, with his inscription
on title.  Wilbraham, Egerton and Cholmondeley are all surnames
associated especially with Cheshire.

Adams B2667; VD16 B 7039.

£1200



10. RICHARDUS DE MEDIAVILLA.  Super �uatuor libros Sententiarum
Petri Lombardi �uaestiones subtilissimae, Book 4, d. 25, a. 2, q. 1–3 and d. 25, a.
5, q. 2–3 (edn. Brescia, 1591, pp. 382–3 and 390); two leaves preserved as paste-
downs of a sixteenth-century printed book (see below), double columns of 44
lines written in dark brown ink in a rather rounded gothic bookhand, ruled
with plummet, two-line initials alternately in red and blue with contrasting
penwork, paragraph marks alternately in red and blue; lightly soiled, small areas
of text obscured where paper pasted over, holes and slight damage where chain
staple and metal bosses once attached, but in very good condition.  328 x 210 mm

Northern France or Flanders, 2nd half of 14th century.

From a handsome manuscript of Richardus de Mediavilla’s Commen�ary on Peter
Lombard’s ‘Sentences’.  The �irst leaf here concerns simony, noting the origin of
simony from Simon Magus in Acts 8 and referring to his wish to buy with money
the gift of the Holy Spirit.  The second leaf discusses whether a son born out of
wedlock may hold a position in the church, commenting that the son should not
bear the sin of his father.

The Franciscan friar and theologian Richardus de Mediavilla (or Richard of
Middleton, d. 1302/3) ‘was born about the middle of the thirteenth century in
either England or France.  The issue of his country of origin has given rise to
much discussion, and remains unresolved, but it is at least possible that he was
a member of the Northumberland family of Menevill or Meynil, whose name
was Latinized as Mediavilla.  It is certain, however, that he studied at Paris, where
he formed part of the so-called neo-Augustinian movement, defending the
philosophy and theology of Augustine against the inroads of Aristotelianism,
during the years 1276–87 . . . .  Middleton’s Commen�ary on Peter Lombard’s
‘Sentences’ was probably begun in 1281 and was completed in 1284, when he became
regent master of the Franciscan school in Paris, a post he held until 1287.  The
chief characteristic of his Commen�ary is its sober assessment of many of the
positions o� Thomas A�uinas’ (Oxford DNB).



VERGIL, Polydore. Anglicae historiae libri vigintisex. Basel, Michael Isingrin, 1546.

Folio, pp. [ii], 618, [36], roman letter, woodcut device on title repeated on verso of last leaf;
woodcut borders of Renaissance ornament on leaf of dedication (to Henry VIII) and �irst
leaf of text; contemporary Flemish blind-stamped calf over bevelled wooden boards, outer
roll border of �loral and foliate ornament on covers, on the upper cover a central panel of St.
Gertrude (with a mouse at her feet and another running up her crozier) in an architectural
frame with text ‘Sum Bibliotechae Coenobii S. Gertrudis apud Lovanienses’, on the lower
cover a coat-of-arms with date 1557, motto ‘Inter Spinas Calceatus’, and initials ‘P H’,
pastedowns from a fourteenth-century manuscript; old rebacking and some wear, lacking
bosses and clasps.

Second edition, much revised, o� Vergil’s English History, dedicated to Henry VIII.  It is seen
as the beginning of modern English historiography, as an important piece of propaganda for
the Tudor monarchy, and as an in�luence on Shakespeare’s history plays.

Vergil, originally from Urbino, began his research into English history soon after his arrival
in London, in 1502, but research for a full-scale history of England most likely began in 1506–7,
encouraged by Henry VII.  ‘[His] treatment of the �ifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, at
least, remained authoritative down to the nineteenth century.  From the wicked Richard III
(largely echoed by Sir Thomas More, but all the more plausible in his villainy in Vergil’s
ostensibly impartial pages) down to the ambitious and arrogant Wolsey, “Vergil’s story has
become part of the national myth” (D. Hay, ed. and trans., Anglica historia p. xxxix).
Surprisingly, the Anglica historia still awaits a complete critical edition and modern
translation, although the period down to 1485 is accessible in translations published by Henry
Ellis (1844, 1846), while Denys Hay’s �ine edition covers the years 1485–1537’ (Oxford DNB).

Provenance: in a contemporary Leuven binding from the great Augustinian abbey of St.
Gertrude, founded in 1204: the panel on the upper cover shows St. Gertrude with mice at her
feet (as often – she was widely invoked against the plague), the panel on the lower cover
bearing the arms and initials of the abbot Philippe de Hosdain (or Hosden, d. 1569), who was
a notable benefactor of the library; at the head of the inside of the back cover are three nail
marks indicating where the book was once stapled and chained; ownership inscription on
front �ly-leaf ‘Ex Libris Joannis Fleming, 29 Januar. 1855’.

£3000
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11. ROBERT GROSSETESTE. �uoniam cogitatio, with other texts; eight
leaves (four bifolia, currently in two gatherings but originally part of the same
gathering) preserved as �ly-leaves and pastedowns (now lifted) at the beginning
and end of an incunable (see below);�uoniam cogi�atio written on three leaves
in dark brown ink in a small gothic bookhand, single columns of between 31
and 39 lines, partly ruled lightly in ink, initials in red, lesser initials touched
in red, �lourishes in red marking the end of some sentences, several long
descenders and ascenders in lowermost and uppermost lines respectively;
followed at end of text, without a break and in the same hand, by extracts
from Innocent III’s Mysteria evangelicae legis et sacramenti eucharistiae; two of
the remaining four leaves containing liturgical texts, written in both single
and double columns in a bold liturgical script, ruled in plummet, capitals in
red, rubrics; these followed on recto and verso of second leaf and on remaining
two leaves by further extracts from Innocent III’s Mysteria evangelicae legis et
sacramenti eucharistiae, written in two sizes of a gothic bookhand, four-line
initial ‘P’ (Per omnia saecula saeculorum) at beginning of text in red and in�illed
with greenish grey (probably discoloured), one-line initials in red, lesser
initials touched in red, important words or passages underlined in red, rubrics,
numerous rather curious leaf-shaped abbreviation signs, several long
descenders and ascenders in lowermost and uppermost lines respectively;
worn and rather stained in places, trimmed at fore-edges with loss of a few
letters at beginnings or ends of some lines, a few holes including a large natural
vellum �law, but generally in good condition and mostly very legible.  215 x
153 mm

England (?East Anglia), probably 3rd quarter of 13th century.

Eight leaves from a manuscript containing Robert Grosseteste’s manual for
priests, �uoniam cogi�atio.  The accompanying texts, Innocent III’s Mysteria
evangelicae legis et sacramenti eucharistiae and two liturgical texts for use in
parish churches, indicate that the parent manuscript belonged to a parish
priest of the thirteenth century and may have been the most important (or
indeed only) book he owned.  The original order of the leaves has been jumbled
in their re-use as binder’s waste, but seems to have been: B², B¹, A², A¹, A⁴, A³,
B⁴, B³ (text continuous between A⁴ and A³, A² and A¹, B² and B¹, B⁴ and B³).

Robert Grosseteste (c. 1168–1253), bishop of Lincoln and one of the great
thinkers of the Middle Ages, is thought to have composed �uoniam cogi�atio
c. 1240.  It enjoyed a wide readership and survives in thirty-six manuscripts,
all in English hands, of which eleven can be dated to the thirteenth century.
The present fragments are datable to the third �uarter of the thirteenth
century and therefore shortly after, or possibly within, the lifetime of the
author.  See F. A. C. Mantello and Joseph Goering, ‘Robert Grosseteste’s
�uoniam cogi�atio, a treatise on confession’, in Traditio, vol. 67 (2012), pp.
341–384, which prints the complete text on pp. 369–381; the text here
corresponds to that found on pp. 374–8 and 379–381.  Our text differs from
the published text in numerous places, mostly, one suspects, as a result of
scribal error: ‘q[ua]s amav[i]t eventus’ for ‘�uas adunavit eventus’ and ‘peccato
amixe fuerunt’ for ‘peccato annexe fuerint’, to take but two examples.

The liturgical texts here include one for the blessing of the salt and water used
to prepare baptismal fonts (‘Deus invicte virtutis . . . adesse dignetur’).  It is
followed by a very unusual rite of excommunication directed at those who
sin against the church and to be performed four times a year: ‘Precimus ut
q[ua]t[er] in anno exco[m]munice[n]t[ur] incendiarii, forciarii, et fortiarie,
invasatores eccl[esi]asticar[um] elemosinar[um], intrusores, alienatores
reru[m] ec[c]le[s]iasticar[um], p[er]iurii i[n] testimoniis . . . falsarii lit[er]ar[um]
sigillor[um] . . . tonsores denarior[um] [i.e. ‘clippers of coins’] . . . symoniarii,
inpeditores testamentor[um] . . .’.  Also excommunicated and anathematized
are those who disturb the peace of the kingdom, merchants who don’t pay
their tithes, and persons who damage or steal church property.  The
excommunication is pronounced in the name of God the Father, the Son, the
Holy Ghost, all angels and archangels, and a host of saints including Michael,
John the Baptist, Stephen, Martin and Mary Magdalene.

[�OHANNES DE VERDENA.]  Sermones ‘Dormi secure’ de sanctis. Basel, [Printer of Meffre�,
‘Sermones’ (Berthold Ruppel)], 28 June 1489.

4to, ff. [200] (last blank), gothic letter, double columns; dampstained and wormed, especially
at beginning and end, with loss at fore-margins and gutter (although with loss of only a few
letters of text on second lea�), professionally conserved throughout by Brian Lloyd in 1987



(and with his report enclosed); modern pigskin-backed oak boards by Brian Lloyd retaining the
original �ly-leaves and pastedowns re-used from a thirteenth-century manuscript, the original English
binding (of calf over wooden boards sewn on four alum-tawed thongs, spine-liner made from a
fragment of a medieval manuscript lea�) retained separately; all preserved in a brown cloth box.

The �irst part only (of two) of Johannes de Verdena’s popular Sermones ‘Dormi secure’ (i.e. for sleep
without care), comprising the sermons ‘de sanctis’ (i.e. to be read during the Sanctoral cycle of the
liturgical year) but not the sermons ‘de tempore’ (for the Temporal cycle).  The work was �irst
published around 1477 and went through numerous editions.

Provenance: Cuthbert Sherbrooke of Norfolk, with his ownership inscription on title ‘Cuthb[ert]us
Shirbroke est possessor huius libri ex dono D[omi]ni Michaelis Estfelde dum vixit de Sethinge cl[er]ici’
and his further inscription below colophon on f. [189]v ‘Ex libris Cuthberti Shirbroke de Thurton
iuxta Carleton Norwicensis diocesis cl[er]ici’.

‘Cuthbert Sherbrooke, of the Sherbrooke family of Norfolk, is an example of the son of the gentry
entering the clergy (he was rector of Rockland and o� Thurton/Thurveton), and of the bene�its his
connections had for book ownership.  Four of his books survive, three of them gifts.  One was from
Thomas Cappe, doctor of canon law at Cambridge and o��icial of the archdeaconry of Norwich under
whose jurisdiction Sherbrooke came; another from Henry Woodhouse, rector of Newton Flotman,
Norfolk; and a third from Edward Blundeville, gentleman, also of Newton Flotman.  The books are
entirely appropriate to the status of the benefactors, since Cappe gave a book on canon law, Casus
papales, episcopales et abbatiales; Sherbrooke’s fellow rector, Henry Woodhouse, gave a work on the
liturgy: Durandus’s Rationale divinorum of�iciorum; and Blundeville gave an educational aid, Amrosius
Calepinus’s Dictionarium’ (Margaret Lane Ford, ‘Private ownership of printed books’, in The Cambridge
history of the book in Bri�ain, pp. 205–228, pp. 212–13).

A number of books bearing Sherbrooke’s ownership inscription were discovered in 1912 in a locked
cupboard at Oxton Hall in Nottinghamshire and were sold at Sotheby’s the same year (28 June, lots
439–465).  Lot 447 was a copy of the present work, although apparently in a different edition (Lyon,
M. Huss, 1492).

Our volume was later in the library of Frederick Pyndar Lowe (1813–1872), with his bookplate (slightly
damaged and transferred from previous binding).

See HC 15961*, Goff J-461, and BMC III p. 779.  ISTC records copies in the UK at the Bodleian, the
British Library, Newcastle University Library and St. Paul’s Cathedral Library, and in the US at
Concordia Seminary, the Huntington, and Library of Congress.

£8000
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12. WILLIAM PERALDUS.  Tractatus de charitate; large frag-
ment of a leaf preserved as the binding of a printed book (see below),
45 lines remaining, written in double columns in a large and angular
early gothic bookhand, capitals touched in red, remains of a large initial
in a red leafy design partly �illed with yellow visible beneath rear
pastedown; slightly rubbed, some staining at head of binding, paper
label at head of spine, but generally in very good condition.  340 x 325
mm (including turn-ins)

France, 1st half of 13th century.

From a very early manuscript o� William Peraldus’s Trac�atus de chari�ate
(part of his larger Summa de virtutibus), certainly written during the
author’s lifetime.

Peraldus (c. 1190–c. 1271) composed his in�luential Summa de virtutibus
before 1248 (and perhaps as early as the 1230s) in the Dominican convent
of Lyon as a counterpart to the Summa de vitiis which he �inished in 1236.
The script here is characteristic of the earlier part of the thirteenth
century and probably dates to within only a few years of the work’s
composition.

FRANCK, Kaspar.  Nachdruck von dem aller nötigsten wie man Priester Prediger und
Seelforger der Kirchen. Ingols�ad�, David Sartorium, 1575.

4to, pp. [viii], 153 (recte 155), [3], title printed in red and black; small tear in title
(repaired without loss) and some light, mostly marginal, dampstaining, but a very good
copy in contemporary limp vellum wrappers formed from a thirteenth-century
manuscript leaf.

First edition of this polemical work on priests and preachers by the Catholic convert
and theologian Kaspar Franck (1543–1584).

VD16 F2051.

£1500
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